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The altemative speech methods that are available today for the laryngectomized have
each one its advantages and disadvaritages. and each niethod seems tõ have its
PÌoponents. It is important to investigate the features of the different techniques and
also to get a deeper insight into whaisignifies an acceptable voice following
laryngectomy. Moreover, the basic mechanisms of ttre different kinds of alú¡mgeal
pfonation are not very well known, and a comparison with the function of thä ñormal
glottis is therefore of interest.
W".-" prese¡tly investigating three different techniques: (i) esophageal speech, (ü)
tracheo-esophageal speech (TE-speech) where part of the esophagus is usèd as voice
source, and thedriving pressure is generated by the lungs viaã valve and finally (iü)
efectrolaryngeal speech,_using an electromechanical device (servox) that emits'pulses
through the pharynx wall. Foi a suwey of the area, see [1,2].

STI]DIES OX' ALARYNGEAL SPEECH

The introduction of the tracheo-esophàgeal technique has in many ways implied a
significant improvemerrt for the estãbliõhment of a new voice aftér hr¡mgeôtomy. A
number of recent studies have compared the different types of alaryngãaispeecli.
fPeech intensity_, intonation range,^intelligibility and üifener uc""pta6'itity have been
investi-gated [3-5], as well as prõsodic aspects of the different speåking niethods [6,7].
we will.present s-ome preliminary findings of acoustic-phonedô anary;is of esophageal
and tracheo-esophageal speech. Parts of this pro.ject haie been presente¿ eadiei [8,Þ1.
-t'br more extensive reports, that will also cover some clinical aspects, see [10,11].

SPEECH MATERIAL

The speech material was designed with the aim of testing prosodic aspects of
communication. sentences with contrastive word emphasiì and short questions and
statements typical of a dialogue were thus included. Ã few vowels were embedded in
carrier phrases and the subjects were asked to produce them with low, medium and
high intensity. A reading,of a shof paragraph gave us the material to extract a long
term average spectrum of the voice as well as establishing the pitch range of the
subject, To investigate air pressure and air flow conditions and also to g-et an estimate
of the voice source characteristics, a flow mask [12] was used in a sepãate reading of
nonsense words.

SPEAKERS

Presently, we have recorded three male esophageal speakers and three male TE-
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speakers. A few laryngeal speakers will also be recorded and used as reference. So far,
only one male speaker of the same age group has been analysed. Our intention is to
collect a represéntative amount of speakers, that are using the different techniques and
also record some multi-technique speakers.

ANALYSß

The acoustic analysis includes measurements of pitch, intensity, duration, speaking
rate, long time average spectral shape and voice source cha¡acteristics, derived by
inverse filtering. Detailed spectral analysis of articulation and source features a¡e also
performed at selected points.
As an important part of the study the acoustic measurements will be correlated to
perceptual evaluations, using different groups of listeners.

Overall speech quality
The speech quality differs a lot between the speakers in our material. In Figure I
spectrographic illustrations of two of the speakers are shown. As can be seen the
esophageal voice looks quite normal (top), the deviant quality is here mainly perceived
in the prosodic pattem a¡rd the low pitch. The TE-speaker has a very ha¡sh voice
(bottom) with irregular formar¡t excitations and superimposed noise.

Pitch and timbre
Pitch extactio¿. Pitch extraction tumed out to be difficult and uncefain for these
deviant voices. The reasons for this seem to be that the pitch values are usually
exûemely low and sometimes very aperiodic. Moreover, in contrast to the case of a
laryngeal low pitched voice, inverse filtering revèals that the instant of excitation in a
tracheo-esophageal voice is not well defined. In Figure 2 a shof interval of the vowel
/a/ is shown together with the extracted voice source pulse, for a tracheoesophageal
speaker, who is using a Panje-valve (note the difference in time scale).
In the frequency domain the fundamental (F0) is very weak relative to the formants,
which means that a pitch extraction algorithm based on a spectral measure will work
poorly.

Yoice source spectrum
Vy'hen changing from strong to weak voice a typical feature of laryngeal voices is that
the fundamental will dominate the spectrum. This is not the case for these voices.
Instead, the fundamental will maintain a low level irrespective of the total intensity.
This lack of dynamics probably contributes to the ur¡natural quality of the voice. The
perceptual dimension hyperfunctionøl, or ténse voice also correlates well with the
$pectral dimension of relatively weak fundamental [13].

INTONATION

In the production of voiced sounds there are no intricate laryngealJikre mechanisms to
stretctiand manipulate the vibrating parts in the esophagus. Although a pseudo-glottis
is deveþed, we know little about its function, apart from the fact, that for some
speakers it will serve as a surprisingly good substitute.
The analysis of the sentences containing emphatic word stress was made manually,
using a speech wave editing program, deveþed at the Speech Communication
Departmènt. Each subjectively judged periodic cycle was ma¡ked andthe pitch was
autõmatically calcuhtêd. Figúfe 3 éhows a set of emphatic sentences Gunnar målade
dörrarna grönafor one of the TE-speakers, where the word stress was moved one step
to the righi for each display a) to d). Two things are wo¡th ngticing. First, the mean F0
value is-rather low for this-speaker. Second, the sigaalling of emphasis seems to be
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reasonably well managed by the speaker, in these plots an F0 hump is seen moving to
the right for each new sentence (the approximate location of the emphasized word is
underlined).
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' må.lade

FIGURE 1

Spectrograms of
Gunnar målade..
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tracheoesophageal speaker

Extracted voice source pulse (TE-speech)
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FIGURE 3 F0-tracing of sentences with emphatic stress (TE-speech)
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